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Lead Generation Ideas. 
 
 
How to secure more business without spending huge amounts?  

 

The obvious answer is become cleverer! The more you know the less you will pay. The less 

you know the more you will pay, the price of ignorance. Like a tourist always pays more than 

a local. So get to be the educated traveller fast!  

More customers is good news for most businesses. And most businesses under 100M want 

more clients. Business is mainly about acquiring and retaining customers at a profit. Even 

larger businesses still waste a lot of time and money going into useless strategies.  

 

How do you improve that?  

 

• Get clear on your goals.  

 

A lot of business owners don’t realise that the key to their success is marketing, finance and 

systems. When they do, they have to go through trial and error and within the maze of all 

ways to promote, unless they find the right solution and can afford expertise, they join the 

vast majority who end up spending all their cash and shut their doors within 2 years.  

 

Alternatively, as they do not get returns and decide to stop marketing, they thus stay at their 

plateau for years to come relying on limited options and hoping for word of mouth and repeat 

customers. They don’t do any marketing to save cost but we know that this is not sustainable 

in most cases if you want to get to decent growth. Again, the first thing I would suggest is 

really understand what you are trying to achieve, some questions would be: what is our 

conversion rate (that will tell you how many enquiries you need)? Do we want 

appointments/leads/online sales? Who is our ideal client? What am I selling and to whom? 

What is my target market? This will help you to be more focused and have a narrower and 

less costly approach. Even if you are interested in branding and have very large budgets, you 

need to do that exercise to achieve results and all key executives that I have worked with in 

multi billion dollar company definitely have clear goals and budgets too, so why would your 

company be exempt for the basics?  

 

One KEY, you want to handle this RIGHT NOW is to find out the lifetime value of your 

customers. I was introduced to this concept a few years ago and I think it is brilliant. More 

importantly it is pivotal to success in your funnel and clients acquisition strategies. If you do 

not know what it is or why it is important put a post on our blog and if we see this as a 

common request we will cover it.  

 

So get clear, figure your lifetime value and your position and basic understanding of your 

strategy.  

 

• How to secure more business without spending huge amounts?  

 

Once you got clear on our target market, your unique selling points, who do we want as a 

client, where those suspects are most likely to be found, and all the other basic but key 

questions you need to answer let’s find the most efficient routes. I cannot emphasize enough 

the importance of doing the planning and preparation work and have a strong system for your 

marketing. When we run our courses this is one of the first things we get customers to do and 



 

believe me we find some serious holes that have prevented business owners from massive 

improvements for years until they got those details in line and they all wished they had done it 

way before. We find that even some already successful businesses have blind spots in those 

areas and clearing these up will make wonders and you can see that in our may testimonials 

some of them achieving amazing numbers in short periods of time.  

Where do we go from there ? Get clear on how you will achieve targets with the least amount 

of money and most leverage!  

 

This basically means finding where we can most efficiently and rapidly have our amazing 

offer in front of the largest number of qualified prospects to acquire our target number of 

customers based on our conversion rates.  

 

A part of our coaching program includes improving lead generation systems for clients. We 

focus on low cost no cost lead generation first and there are many different ways to do so. 

Sometimes even some ways that you think are expensive but if you know how and who to 

ask, you will pay a very small percentage of market rates. So really get it right and tight. You  

want to start with 3 maximum at a time unless you have a full team and cash available, and 

track, measure and improve them until you find winners: the ones which generate automated 

continuous streams of profitable leads; these ones you will push to the extreme. Most 

importantly you need to avoid the mistake of a lot of businesses that rely on one or two 

sources of leads generally referrals/word of mouth and some passive free advertising.  

 

So how many lead generation strategies do you have now? Do they work for you?  

 

• Executing your lead generation strategy. Now that you are clear on how you will achieve 

targets with the least amount of money and most leverage. What is the next important step? 

Drum rolls.... 

 

As usual one of my favourite: DO IT!  

 

Yes, do IT NOW! I find it is common for most businesses to have many excuses, but only one 

or two lead generation strategies. It is like a table with two legs, guess what happens when 

one drops. Do you want a business that can stop overnight or do you want certainly in your 

life? Well get on it then. When ? NOW. DO IT NOW!!!  

 

Build them properly one after the other until you have at least 10 sustainable profitable ways 

to generate a constant flow of quality leads that convert into cash. This is one my quotes my 

clients love to read, and to have. So keep that in mind as a great goal for your lead generation: 

I want “at least 10 sustainable profitable ways to generate a constant flow of quality leads that 

convert into cash and that are mostly on auto pilot”  

 

One very important part while you are implementing is as mentioned prior to track, measure 

and improve. This is the key secret I want you to write down NOW and apply consistently 

and thoroughly. This is what all successful businesses do. This is how you don’t pay the 

ignorance fee. Look at every strategy’s performance and improve and/or take relevant actions 

until you achieve the goals. We provide to all our clients tools that enable them to know 

immediately for each channel they use to know their cost per client acquisition, their 

conversion rates, their numbers of leads for instance. These are key metrics and if you play a 

game with keeping the score you can never win. We find that doing that alone for businesses 

who were not doing it prior will make huge differences. Sometimes businesses have been 



 

spending thousands of dollars in initiatives that were doing nothing for them, and ignoring the 

ones that could have set them for life, why? Because they never looked at it and did not have 

the right tools and focus to get it right.  
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CEO&Founder of Australia Business Coaching 

 

Fabrice has had to generate business with very limited budgets multiple times. For corporate 

he helped some products reach dominant market share in some niche markets, when they 

were non existant at the start, helping to sell thousands and thousands of products and 

increase turnover by (and personally sold) millions of dollars. In his first business, he 

generated close to 500K worth of income in a few months with a marketing budget of 30K. 

Fabrice assists his clients to keep focused and committed to their results, enabling them to 

achieve their vision while improving their financial results. His passion is to help business 

owners get clear and take action on the concrete steps they need to take on their way to 

Success.  

 


